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There is perhaps no better illustration of the importance

of virtual training systems than the physical distancing

requirements brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Although the authors’ study slightly precedes this unique

societal and cultural backdrop, the authors have recognized

an important opportunity for improving the training pro-

cess for facial filler injection. In their article, ‘‘Develop-

ment and usability of a virtual reality-based filler injection

training system,’’ the authors discuss their implementation

of a virtual reality (VR) training platform and provide

evidence of its usability [1]. We enjoyed this article and

appreciate the opportunity to share our comments.

The authors have done an impressive job of designing

and implementing the equipment for a novel VR system

that tracks the movement of a needle and syringe in three

dimensions alongside a model of a human face. These

physical components (and their spatial relationships to one

another) are then reflected in a virtual display, which

provides feedback about the calculated spatial relationship

between the needle tip and a virtual model of key facial

structures. Although comparatively little information is

provided about the development of the physical facial

model, we were impressed with the amount of thought and

detail the authors applied in creating the underlying virtual

model of the facial vasculature. They have obtained high-

quality anatomic data from reliable sources, including

cadaveric CT scans and MRI. Given the innate variability

of facial vessels, the authors chose to focus on ‘‘driving

plane’’ (which we understand as ‘‘vessel depth’’) instead of

specific vessel location, and we agree with this approach.

We also applaud the authors’ focus on usability metrics for

their system as they continue to develop and implement

their technology.

Like many training systems that approximate a ‘‘hands-

on’’ learning experience, the authors’ VR training platform

is limited by a lack of tactile feedback during use. The

authors have done a fair job of explaining this limitation,

and they initially planned to implement a representation of

facial subcutaneous tissue into their facial model, but

ultimately abandoned this effort due to technical limita-

tions. We believe this is the biggest drawback of the

authors’ training platform: without the tactile sensation of

depressing the plunger of a real syringe to inject actual

filler, without experiencing the resistance of the product

entering the needle, and without observing the subtle

expansion of facial soft tissue in response to the placement

of product, the training experience will not meaningfully

replicate the actual procedure.

Once again to their credit, the authors have recognized

this limitation, which is inherent to most (if not all) VR

interfaces at the present time. Of course, with advanced

technology in the future, there may come a time when

haptic feedback can be built into the controller and/or

physical interface—in this case, a syringe and facial model.

We may eventually come so far that a VR simulation can

reasonably reproduce the ‘‘hands-on’’ experience of

learning—not just where to inject fillers, but also how to

inject. Until then, however, this technology is best
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considered an exceptional training interface for students of

facial anatomy. The authors are to be commended for

taking this important step in advancing training and sim-

ulation in the arena of aesthetic medicine, and their expe-

rience will no doubt serve the community well during the

time of coronavirus.
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